.10 Changes
1) Added a new feature in Administrator to allow for facilities to be grouped into
divisions.
2) Added a new feature to allow for batches in Accounting to be created per
division.
3) Added a new feature to REF segment support in outbound ANSI 837 files which
include the internal charge ID number.
4) Added a new hard close feature for clinics that use accrual based accounting.
5) Added a new feature to allow non-provider users to be able to only select certain
facilities from the facility selection screen. (This does not override or change any
existing permissions)
6) Added a new multi discipline scheduling feature in scheduling.
7) Added a new feature that will clean up tasks generated by the auto task engine
that are over 2 years old.
8) Added support for the Z-Pay integration to include the patient’s name to make
reconciling payments easier.
9) Added the ability for a FOTO predicted score to be over 100.
10) Added a feature to auto rotate a fax that comes in with a bar code to be in the
lower right corner of the page.
11) Added additional space in the authorization notes from 500 characters to 2000.
12) Added support for a new Wait List Automator service that will be coming soon.
13) Added a new News feed to the News widget.
14) Changed the right click context menu in the Word processor to include additional
features.
15) Changed the layout on the right side of the Document Editor to space controls
more efficiently – mostly for 800x600 screen resolutions like the Treatments
section.
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16) Fixed an issue which was causing the place of service to not save correctly in
the Facility screen in Administrator.
17) Fixed an issue which was causing the tab order on the DME added to skip
around to random places.
18) Fixed an issue that was causing the batch checks to not check some rules if the
condition was set to self.
19) Fixed the icons in the word processor’s Insert tab which wasn’t displaying the
icons on the buttons correctly.
20) Fixed the icons on the full chart tab of the patient navigator which were
displaying the image note icon for a report.
21) Fixed an issue when creating a new report from a locked data and choosing any
save option causes the report to save under the entry date of 01/01/0001.
22) Fixed a scroll bar that was being displayed in the Functional Reporting section
when the screen resolution is in 800x600.
23) Fixed an issue which was causing the common phrase section to jump when
double clicking on an item in the grid when in 800x600 screen resolution.
24) Added additional vertical space by removing the “Alerts” header on the top of the
patient navigator.
25) Fixed an issue after locking a note and closing back to the Patient Navigator, if
you highlight the data and click Document Properties, the Entry Date shows as
"0" and other information is editable.
26) Fixed an issue which was preventing the checkbox for Function VIBE to be
checked in the schedule at check in.
27) Fixed an issue in the database manager when deleting patients, the OK button
wasn’t always fully visible.
28) Fixed an issue which was causing the collection letters from being printed
correctly.
29) Fixed an issue which was causing the print button the cancel / no show window
in Scheduling from working properly.
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30) Fixed an issue which was preventing schedule and case users from being able
to click the save button on unlocked flex notes.
31) Fixed an issue in the inbound queue when moving a fax to an image note was
causing the previous day to be displayed if in Eastern Standard time zone.
32) Fixed an issue which was causing the resource groups box to be blank in
scheduling when expanded.
33) Fixed an issue which was preventing the warning from being displayed when
adding additional users in Administrator that exceeds the licensed number of
users.
34) Fixed an issue when deleting a visit from the organizer where the widget wasn’t
refreshing automatically.
35) Fixed an issue when choosing the patient in the Locked Document Mover, you
are only able to enter the first letter of the patient name. Previous version allows
for multiple letters.
36) Fixed an issue when trying to close the Clinic Navigator while a widget is
expanded, an unhandled exception occurred.
37) Fixed an issue if a user does not have access to Accounting, Documentation, or
Scheduling they can still access it by the most upper right toolbar where the
patient search is.
38) Fixed an issue which was not including the fax cover sheet when faxing the
Locked Documents area of the Patient Navigator.
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